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For bodhisattvas, studying these texts brings with it an increase in the causes of all-seeing wisdom and a
mastery of the methods for bringing those of diverse inclinations to spiritual maturity. Nevertheless, there are
some these days who pursue study and yet the more they learn, the more arrogant they become. I know the
scriptural approach. I am learned in the various collections. How is this written? Encountering a particular
claim, they think: Even if sleep should come to them, as they are consumed by these matters even in their
dreams, their minds will be perturbed from the very first moment of waking. Now this is a mere illustration. Is
this a refutation? Is this a valid proof? Does this follow logically from the premise? Is there a logical
contradiction here? Eventually, at the time of death, all that you have studied will be exposed as nothing more
than dry and empty words; all the analysis and research as amounting to nothing more than hollow ideas; and
all that you have read garnering little more than false suppositionsâ€”all on the basis of squandered
opportunities. It will be plainly obvious that all this analysis and categorising into matter, consciousness and
anomalous factors has been nothing more than casting stones in the dark. If you really thought about it, you
would see that the path of logic is intended to dispel incorrect patterns of thought. Yet once such patterns have
been dispelled, it is necessary to set out upon the genuine path, and, having set out upon this path, to make
manifest the wisdom of perfect liberation. To be learned in the Dharma does not mean merely to have heard a
lot of teachings. One ought, therefore, to examine any pretensions of learning based on knowing a few words
about this or that. So we must be wary of presuming to uphold the lifestyle of the learned while following only
a limited, superficial approach to logical reasoning that does not espouse genuinely purposeful objectives.
Although my own education resembles nothing more than the watery traces of a silkworm upon a lotus, I have
some experience in these matters, and so I, the crazy beggar Jigme, offer this mad talk for those who might be
in a similar position. Translated by Adam Pearcey, With many thanks to Alak Zenkar Rinpoche, who kindly
explained some difficult phrases. And with apologies to William Hazlitt.
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Masters of Learned Ignorance has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. The medieval Christian West's most radical practitioners of a
Neoplatonic, negative theology wi.

Learned Ignorance and Interreligious Dialogue 3. Must Particularity Be Exclusive? Humble Infallibility James
L. Chosenness and the Exclusivity of Truth: The Belief in the Incarnation of God: Violence, Apologies and
Conflict Apology, Regret and Intellectual Humility: An Interreligious Consideration Michael B. A Meditation
on Intellectual Humility: Saving Dominus Jesus Daniel Madigan Between Tradition and Reform: He is also a
member of the Society of Mary Marianists. In , he became the Alton Brooks Professor of Religion. Along with
three other leaders in Catholic higher education, he founded in Catholic Education: A Journal of Inquiry and
Practice. He has published and edited twelve books and written over articles and book chapters. His published
works include Jihad: Why the Prophet Matters. Heft, Reuven Firestone, and Omid Safi Reviews and Awards
"This explicitly theological and exceptionally engaging collection of scholarly essays represents trilateral
dialogue in its most refined yet attractively challenging form. Their compelling unity of purpose is to unravel,
by thinking pluralistically to the limits of knowledge beyond specific questions, that condition of wonderment
and intellectual humility before ineffable truth.
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The medieval Christian West's most radical practitioners of a Neoplatonic, negative theology with a mystical focus are
John Scottus Eriugena, Meister Eckhart and Nicholas Cusanus. All three mastered what Cusanus described as docta
ignorantia: reflecting on their awareness that they could know.

The four speakers represented four Christian traditions: The globalization of the Church was a recurring
theme. Eschatology was another thread in the discussion, usually linked with the question of unity. It was in
the nexus of eschatology, unity, and Evangelicalism that the discussion most illuminated. Radner began his
paper by quoting 1 John 3: The entities we now know as churches are not identical to the Church that will be
when we become like Christ. Radner put the point strongly: The entire history of the churches is one of
purification and purgation, as churches are transformed and ultimately subsumed into the one body that is the
Bride of Christ. This eschatological and ecclesial ontology has a practical implication. We are called to unity,
but since we do not know what we will be, all our efforts to renew and reunite the Church must be infused by
profound humility. We strive to be a Church of which we are ignorant. We do not know what we shall be, but
we do know all we need to know at the present time. Evangelicalism is a relentless protest against every form
of nominal, complacent, self-satisfied Christianity. It is a prophetic demand that Christian faith be more than
lip service. Permanent protest may seem a solvent of ecclesiology, and Sanders was nonplussed by the charge
that Evangelicalism has no ecclesiology. Do you know the Jesus who is the new Adam, who gives himself for
a Bride? Do you know the Jesus who gave his life to break down the dividing wall between Jew and Gentile,
the Jesus who was killed for transgressing apparently eternal boundaries? Do you know the Jesus who prayed
that the disciples would be one as the Father and Son are one? During the panel discussion, Radner strikingly
observed that unity is found wherever one believer gives himself for another believer, because there we see the
imprint of the cross, where Jesus gave himself for his Bride. If we claim to know what we do not know, our
programs for reunion become nothing more than a pious version of the hubris of Babel. If we do not know
Jesus, then we have no hope for unity or for anything else. We seek the unity of the Church from a position of
learned ignorance. Leithart is President of Theopolis Institute. His previous articles can be found here.
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practitioners of a Neoplatonic, negative theology with a mystical focus are John Scottus Eriugena, Meister Eckhart and
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His father was "a prosperous boat owner and ferryman. He seemed to have left Heidelberg soon afterwards, as
he received his doctorate in canon law from the University of Padua in Afterwards, he entered the University
of Cologne in as "a doctor of canon law," which he appears to have both taught and practiced there. In
Cologne, he made friends with the scholastic theologian Heymeric de Campo. Following a brief period in
Cologne, Nicholas returned to his hometown and became secretary to Otto of Ziegenhain, the
Princeâ€”Archbishop of Trier. Otto appointed him canon and dean at the stift of Saint Florinus in Koblenz
affiliated with numerous prebends. In he was sent to Rome as an episcopal delegate. The next year he travelled
to Paris to study the writings of Ramon Llull. At the same time he rejected a calling by the newly established
University of Leuven. In he identified the Donation of Constantine as a fake, confirmed by Lorenzo Valla a
few years later, and revealed the forgery of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. He made friends with the Austrian
astronomer Georg von Peuerbach and advocated a reform of the Julian calendar and the Easter computus ,
which, however, was not realized until the introduction of the Gregorian calendar in Nevertheless, the
Electorate was contested by opposing parties, and in Nicholas attended the Council of Basel representing the
Cologne dean Ulrich von Manderscheid, one of the claimants, [4] who hoped to prevail against the new Pope
Eugene IV. Nicholas stressed the determining influence of the cathedral chapter and its given right to
participate in the succession policy, which even places the pope under an obligation to seek a consent. While
present at the council, he wrote his first work, De concordantia catholica The Catholic Concordance , a
synthesis of ideas on church and empire balancing hierarchy with consent. This work remained useful to
critics of the papacy long after Nicholas left Basel. Nicholas supported transfer of the council to Italy to meet
with the Greeks, who needed aid against the Ottoman Turks. He arbitrated in the conflict with the Hussites.
The reunion achieved at this conference turned out to be very brief. Nicholas would later claim in the
postfaced dedicatory letter of On Learned Ignorance, which Nicholas finished writing on 12 February that he
had chosen to write on this metaphysical topic because of a shipboard experience of divine illumination while
on the ship returning from this mission to Constantinople. After a successful career as a papal envoy, he was
made a cardinal by Pope Nicholas V in or In he was both named Bishop of Brixen , in Tyrol , and
commissioned as a papal legate to the German lands to spread the message of reform. He became known as
the Hercules of the Eugenian cause. His work as bishop between and â€” trying to impose reforms and reclaim
lost diocesan revenues â€” was opposed by Duke Sigismund of Austria. The duke imprisoned Nicholas in , for
which Pope Pius II excommunicated Sigismund and laid an interdict on his lands. Nicholas of Cusa returned
to Rome, but was never able to return to his bishopric. He died at Todi in Umbria on 11 August His
monument, with a sculpted image of the cardinal, remains. Two other tombstones, one medieval and one
modern, also are found in the church. In accordance with his wishes, his heart rests within the chapel altar at
the Cusanusstift in Kues. To this charitable institution that he had founded he bequeathed his entire
inheritance: The Cusanusstift houses also many of his manuscripts. Cusanus wrote of the enfolding of creation
in God and their unfolding in creation. He was suspected by some of holding pantheistic beliefs, but his
writings were never accused of being heretical. The individual might rise above mere reason to the vision of
the intellect, but the same person might fall back from such vision. Theologically, Nicholas anticipated the
profound implications of Reformed teaching on the harrowing of Hell Sermon on Psalm He also wrote on
squaring the circle in his mathematical treatises. From the Catholic Encyclopedia edition: The astronomical
views of the cardinal are scattered through his philosophical treatises. They evince complete independence of
traditional doctrines, though they are based on symbolism of numbers, on combinations of letters, and on
abstract speculations rather than observation. The earth is a star like other stars, is not the centre of the
universe, is not at rest, nor are its poles fixed. The celestial bodies are not strictly spherical, nor are their orbits
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circular. The difference between theory and appearance is explained by relative motion. Had Copernicus been
aware of these assertions he would probably have been encouraged by them to publish his own monumental
work. In medicine he introduced an improvement which in an altered form has continued in use to this day.
This improvement was the counting of the pulse which up to his time had been felt and discussed in many
ways but never counted. Nicholas of Cusa proposed to compare the rate of pulses by weighing the quantity of
water run out of a water clock while the pulse beat one hundred times. The manufacture of watches with
second-hands has since given us a simpler method of counting, but the merit of introducing this useful kind of
observation into clinical medicine belongs to Nicholas of Cusa. Although it was not adopted by the Church,
his method was essentially the same one known today as the Borda count , which is used in many academic
institutions, competitions, and even some political jurisdictions, in original form and a number of variations.
Protestants, however, found his writings against the Hussites wrong. Nicholas seemed to Protestants to give
the church too much power to interpret Scripture, instead of treating it as self interpreting and self-sufficient
for salvation , the principle of sola scriptura. He tried arguing that the Basel assembly lacked the consent of the
church throughout the world, especially the princes. Then he tried arguing that the church was unfolded from
Peter explicatio Petri. Thus he was able to propose to Pius II reform of the church, beginning with the pope
himself. Then it was to spread through the Roman curia and outward throughout Christendom. Accordingly,
since by nature all men are free, any authority by which subjects are prevented from doing evil and their
freedom is restrained to doing good through fear from penalties, comes solely from harmony and from the
consent of the subjects, whether the authority reside in written law or in the living law which is in the ruler.
For if by nature men are equally strong and equally free, the true and settled power of one over the others, the
ruler having equal natural power, could be set up only by the choice and consent of the others, just as a law
also is set up by consent. This visionary work imagined a summit meeting in Heaven of representatives of all
nations and religions. Islam and the Hussite movement in Bohemia are represented. The conference agrees that
there can be una religio in varietate rituum, a single faith manifested in different rites, as manifested in the
eastern and western rites of the Catholic Church. The dialog presupposes the greater accuracy of Christianity
but gives respect to other religions. While the arguments for the superiority of Christianity are still shown in
this book, it also credits Judaism and Islam with sharing in the truth at least partially. The De pace fidei
mentions the possibility that the Jews might not embrace the larger union of una religio in varietate rituum, but
it dismisses them as politically insignificant. In The Pursuit of God , A. Tozer refers to Nicholas as someone
who had a vibrant Christian spirituality, stating in Chapter 7, "I should like to say more about this old man of
God. He is not much known today anywhere among Christian believers, and among current Fundamentalists
he is known not at all. I feel that we could gain much from a little acquaintance with men of his spiritual flavor
and the school of Christian thought which they representâ€¦" Works[ edit ] Nicholas of Cusa wrote a large
number of works, which include: De auctoritate praesidendi in concilio generali , a proposal for resolving the
question of presidency over the deliberations of the Council of Basil. De concordantia catholica The Catholic
Concordance , a synthesis of ideas on church and empire balancing hierarchy with consent. De Docta
ignorantia On Learned Ignorance This is formed of four dialogues: De visione Dei On the Vision of God ,
completed at the request of the monks of the Benedictine abbey at Tegernsee. De pace fidei , written in
response to the news of the fall of Constantinople to the Turks. De theologicis complementis, in which he
pursued his continuing fascination with theological applications of mathematical models. De mathematicis
complementis Caesarea circuli quadratura De beryllo On the Beryl , a brief epistemological treatise using a
beryl or transparent stone as the crucial analogy. De aequalitate De principio Reformatio generalis, a treatise
on the general reform of the church, written at the request of Pope Pius II , but generally ignored by the Pope
and cardinals. De non aliud On the Not-Other De venatione sapientiae
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Log in to post comments More like this What we know and what we believe "Truth," the late philosopher
Richard Rorty explained, "is what your contemporaries let you get away with. This comment came to mind
not just because Rorty passedâ€¦ Drawing lines for frustration and foolishness The whole "who is dividing the
pro-science camp" debate has jumped the shark. The only ones who are advocating openly sticking the knife
in any subset of the evolution side are these resentful middle-of-the-roaders who want to get rid of theâ€¦
Agnosticism or Atheism? Russell starts out by differentiating atheism and agnosticism: An agnostic thinks it
impossible to know the truth in matters such as God and the future life with which Christianity and other
religionsâ€¦ Another kind of agnosticism I have delivered myself of all kinds of opinions about agnosticism in
the past. One common refrain from in this case, god deniers is "Are you agnostic about X? And, goddamnit,
none of you people are criticizing those gross misrepresentations. Apparently, it is really useful or important to
attack those who agree with nearly everything you say, irrespective of their metaphysical commitments,
because you think that certain kinds of atheists are ignorant and misinformed. I recognize the political
importance of asserting the rights of unbelief in a country like the United States with its powerful tradition of
conformism. Babbit is armed and dangerous. The people who suggest that it is politic to play nice are ignoring
the rules of engagement that obtain between mammals. By Jim Harrison not verified on 23 Nov permalink I
tire quickly of all these semantic debates. Not caring about historical origins my take on the words are simple.
A theist believes in a deity. An atheist does not. Now correct me if I am wrong, but it is not my impression
that you believe in any deities Dr Wilkins? Do you disagree in my definition of words? What is an atheist if
not a person who is not a theist? An agnostic does not believe we can know about gods. So you can be an
agnostic theist or an agnostic atheist. Myers and Richard Dawkins are agnostic on the existence of gods. If you
read the God delusion Dakwins states this clearly though not by calling himself agnostic , on his scale he is a 6
out of 7. Like Dawkins says, there are only a very few atheists who think they know that there are no gods.
Dawkins himself only thinks it very extremely unlikely that there are no gods. The only thing you seem to
disagree on is, if whether one should use the same standard towards gods as towards fairies in the back yard.
Let me end this on a positive note - Its a healthy sign to have these discussions within the "ranks". We keep
hearing how the creationists have a very narrow area they are allowed to criticize, namely evolution. As an old
earther you are not allowed do debate young earthers. Behe is not allowed to call Dembski silly for denying
common descent etc. But still they claim it is the evolutionists that cooperate to suppress views. Well just look
at all the name calling over silly semantics within the reality based community! This shows that it is not based
on conspiracy, and thus heated debate is not dangerous in the long run. If the creationists had public heated
debates likes these, they would rapidly loose what little cohesion they have and split up in smaller more
ineffectual groups. Smaller groups of scientists still accept the same scientific method, and splits within
scientists are thus not necessarily detrimental to the larger issue of good science! On that I am firmly with Paul
and Larry. I just think that my arguments, when I present them, against religion have nothing whatsoever to do
with arguments about science unless some religious person is claiming things that are scientifically false, and
even then, my aim is not to dissuade the benighted their religion is false, but that their grasp of science is.
Moreover, I do most firmly not think that having antitheists speak about science in the classroom is wrong. So
long as in the science classroom, they speak about science, and in the philosophy or religious studies
classroom they speak about theism. There is some crossover - one might need to talk about how scriptures are
not legitimate sources for scientific data or conclusions. I find it annoying when some atheists want to claim
me for their own, as annoying as I might find it if a theist tried the same trick. Not Paul or Larry - well, not
Paul We Merkins seem to be color or even colour blind and can only see in black and white. Dawkins must
have spent too much time on this side of the pond. Its just a matter of faith! Its the same method creationists
and now ID specialists resort to in trying to prove their unsustainable intelligent design theory. Saves them
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having to think and question I suppose. Much like the progress one makes by eliminating the possible numbers
in each square as a Sudoku puzzle is solved, gaps shrink as science advances and God is threatened with
eventually having nothing to do and nowhere to hide. This of course worries thoughtful theologians however
the greater worry for scientists and the rest of us is that groups through politics or fear will walk away from the
essential part of the scientific enterprise [that is] to admit ignorance. Nothing is more dangerous than a, I have
all the answers arrogant preacher followed by a bunch of non-thinking god-botherers driven by blind faith who
absolve themselves from their societal responsibilities with the comfort of unquestioning feeble-minds! I read
recently a quote cant remember whos or where that goes along the line of: Faith is driven by fear, passion,
hardwired avoidance mechanisms and emotion and that is exactly what realists need to stimulate to reverse the
current worrying trend by the slick religious nutters to sell their unpalatable and dangerous certainties. Its time
to organise, its time to fight I for one dont want to leave this problem for the next generation to solve alone.
Louis , can be found here: It made perfect sense to try to avoid a devastating war with an industrially superior
nation. He was not to know what is in hindsight perfectly obvious, that Hitler would not keep his treaty
obligations Stalin found that out as well. Britain including Neville Chamberlain remembered the horrors of
World War I vividly and wanted to avoid them at almost all costs. Going to war with Germany in would have
been very Contrast this to Neville Chamberlain in September Many were advocating that Britain not keep its
treaty obligation to declare war on Germany after Hitler invaded Poland. Burned once, though, Chamberlain
took a very hard line this second time and declared war. By Orac not verified on 24 Nov permalink oops. That
last sentence in the first paragraph should read, "Going to war with Germany in would have been very
unpopular politically. I think that Richard Dawkins and Sam Harris have explained why very well. How much
ignorance should be tolerated--at least in the debating sphere? As the title of a Dilbert book said, "When did
Ignorance become a point of view? I just think that my arguments, when I present them, against religion have
nothing whatsoever to do with arguments about science Unfortunately, you cannot have one without another.
He gets a bum rap. It would be nice to have a better one, do you know of any? There are two different
discussions going on and I think you are confusing them. As far as I know you are as upset about the distored
science preached by Miller and Collins as I am. The debate over agnosticism and atheism is a separate issue. It
has to do with the meanings of those words. You prefer the popular definition of atheism--the one that requires
you to be philosophically committed to the idea that there is no God in the same sense that Christian
fundamentalists are convinced that there is. I understand your position but I beg to differ. I tend to some other
interests for a few days and all Hell breaks lose. Ed Brayton, as usual, is throwing accusations around trying to
seem important. First, I am flattered to be mentioned together with Moran, Myers and Dawkins, but it is
totally inappropriate. I have at best a tiny fraction of the scientific accomplishments of these men, or their
public influence. Brayton has never contributed to science or education and has comparatively little influence,
so this is clearly a "division by zero" problem. Nor have I ever considered it necessary to eliminate religion,
regardless of means. The only certain path to atheism I know of is to study theology. Let me propose a simple
analogy; the pro-science education effort is like a dog. There is the wagging tail at one end, and the bark and
even teeth at the other. PZ, Dawkins and others are at the front. Pat, Nick and others are the friendly, inclusive
wagging tail and Ed Brayton is the little part just below the wag. By Gary Hurd not verified on 24 Nov
permalink Since the caricature stereotypes of Churchill and Chamberlain have been dragged into this little
furball, perhaps it would be instructive to read again the tribute of one to the other, in the words of one of the
true masters of the English language: It fell to Neville Chamberlain in one of the supreme crises of the world
to be contradicted by events, to be disappointed in his hopes, and to be deceived and cheated by a wicked man.
But what were these hopes in which he was disappointed? What were these wishes in which he was frustrated?
What was that faith that was abused? They were surely among the most noble and benevolent instincts of the
human heart-the love of peace, the toil for peace, the strife for peace, the pursuit of peace, even at great peril,
and certainly to the utter disdain of popularity or clamour. Whatever else history may or may not say about
these terrible, tremendous years, we can be sure that Neville Chamberlain acted with perfect sincerity
according to his lights and strove to the utmost of his capacity and authority, which were powerful, to save the
world from the awful, devastating struggle in which we are now engaged. This alone will stand him in good
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stead as far as what is called the verdict of history is concerned. He had a physical and moral toughness of
fibre which enabled him all through his varied career to endure misfortune and disappointment without being
unduly discouraged or wearied. He had a precision of mind and an aptitude for business which raised him far
above the ordinary levels of our generation. He had a firmness of spirit which was not often elated by success,
seldom downcast by failure, and never swayed by panic. The same qualities which made him one of the last to
enter the war, made him one of the last who would quit it before the full victory of a righteous cause was won.
Winston Churchill November 12, House of Commons Log in to post comments By Ian H Spedding not
verified on 25 Nov permalink As has been said so many times before, these little spats generate much more
heat than light. Lines have been drawn, barbs have been hurled, egos have been bruised, words have been
written and then misunderstood, positions misrepresented and both sides have luxuriated in a sense of
righteous indignation at the perfidy of the other. In other words, a great time has been had by all.
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Philosophy as Essay One: Running and Being Four: Wine of Wyoming Six: Wit and the Art of Conversation
Seven: Blood Sports and Haute Cuisine Fifteen: Bread and Wine Sixteen: Idols of the Academic Theater
Seventeen: Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa Language: The present selection of the spiritual writings of Nicholas of
Cusa in English translation will certainly contribute to the enhancement of the already considerable reputation
he has as one of the most original thinkers of the fifteenth century and also to the diffusion of his name. Wipf
and Stock Publishers Format Available: From its very beginning, Christian faith has been engaged with
religious violence. The first Christians were persecuted by their co-religionists and then by imperial Rome.
Jesus taught them, in such circumstances, not to retaliate, but to be peacemakers, to love their enemies, and to
pray for their persecutors. Even during those centuries when the church herself persecuted Christian heretics,
Jews, and Muslims, some Christians still struggled to bear witness to the peace mandate of their Lord. In the
thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas wrote a theology to help his Dominican brothers persuade Cathar
Christians to return to their Catholic faith peacefully. In the seventeenth century, Lord Herbert, an English
diplomat and lay Christian, began to identify the political union of church and government as a causal factor in
the religious warfare of post-Reformation Christendom. One and a half centuries later, Thomas Jefferson, a lay
theologian of considerable political stature, won a political struggle in the American colonies to disestablish
religion first in his home colony of Virginia and then in the new nation he helped to found. All five of these
theologians reclaimed the peace mandate of Jesus in their response to the religious violence of their own eras.
All of which points us to some intriguing Christian responses to religious violence in our own century as
recounted in the epilogue. Find Your eBooks Hereâ€¦.
7: Learned Ignorance | Peter J. Leithart | First Things
We use cookies to make interactions with our website easy and meaningful, to better understand the use of our
services, and to tailor advertising.

8: Masters of Learned Ignorance - SPIRIN
'Learned ignorance' is a phrase most closely associated with Cusanus, who used it in the title of his first major work of
speculative theology, but it goes back to an idea in Pseudo-Dionysius, a major influence on all three thinkers.

9: Nicholas of Cusa - Wikipedia
'Learned ignorance' is a title based on De docta ignorantia, the title of Nicolas of Cusa's work on speculative theology,
and it unites all three writers in explorations at three different points in time in the Latin West of the negative theology of
the fourth-century Dionysius the Areopagite, and in the theme of using knowledge to approach.
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